GANGA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
CLASS – III

School time is out and summer time is here! Great memories are
to be made!

General Instructions:
 All the work should be done beautifully.
 The marks will be awarded on the basis of originality, creativity, neatness of the
work, completion of the task, and quality of task.
 Compile all your holiday homework, put them in a clear bag, write your name,
class and bring it on the first day when the school reopens.
ENGLISH
1. Community Outreach
Visit any historical monument (Purana Quila, Lal Quila, Monuments of Hauz
Khas etc.) with your family. Talk to the visitors there. Click your experience and
pen down a paragraph covering following information :
Date and day of visit, name of the monument, distance in Kms from your home,
historical significance and your experience.
Also paste your picture.
2. Read any Panchtantra story and write the following on A-4 size sheet.
a. Write the Title of the story.
b. Describe the Main Character of the Story.
c. Write the Moral of the Story.
d. Write the most interesting part of the Story.
3. Go for a nature walk every day. Walk barefoot on the green grass, do some
exercises.

Write the benefits of ‘doing exercise and morning walk’ in a paragraph on a
colored sheet.
4. Do as directed according to your Roll no.
R.no. 1- 10
Make a chart on Kinds of Noun with pictures
R.no. 11-20
Make a wall hanging on Adjectives
R.no. 21-30
Make flash cards with pictures on Verbs.
R.no. 31-40
Make a chart using Punctuation marks (Capital letter, Comma,
Question mark and Full stop).
R.no. 41 -45
Make a chart on Prepositions
5. Suggested movies to watch and enjoy.
* Sherman &Mr Peabody
* The Red Turtle
* Cars 3
* Coco
* Monster Trucks
6. Do a page of Cursive Handwriting in the book every day.
HINDI

MATHS
1. Learn tables till 20.

2. Make 6 flash cards (3 even & odd nos. each) from 1 to 50 using Roman
Numerals.
3. Playing with cards: - Take playing cards from 2 to 9 and do the following
activity on A-4 size sheet.
a) Make 4 four-digit numbers using different digits.
b) Arrange them in ascending and descending order.
c) Write the place value of all the digits of the greatest & smallest number from
the above 4 numbers.
d) From the above series (b), encircle the even nos. & underline the odd nos.
4. Do as directed according to your Roll numbers:R.no. (1-10)
Make a working model of clock.
R.no. (11-20) Make a weighing machine showing different weights on each
balance.
R.no. (21-30) Make a wall hanging using different geometrical shapes.
R.no. (31-40) Paste duplicate currency on A-4 size sheet and write the points
how you can differentiate between the original and the duplicate one. .
R.no. (41-50) Make models of 3 D Shapes.
5. Practice 5 sums of the following operations every day in rough notebook
(Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division).
EVS
1. Do as directed according to your roll numbers.
R.no. (1-10) Make a chart on ‘Uses of Plants’ with pictures.
R.no. (11-20) Design a travelogue on any one state of India depicting its
famous places, mode of transport from Delhi, famous cousins
and climate etc.).
R.no. (21-30) Make a chart on various Festivals celebrated in India & draw
pictures of the same.
R.no. (31-40) Differentiate various food items through pictures in 3 food
groups- Energy-giving food, Body-building food & Protective
food.
R.no. (41-50) Paste samples of different Fabrics of Cloth in a scrap book.
Also mention the places famous for them.
2. Make a project: - “Birds Paradise” where you have to identify/search the unique
birds, write their names & characteristic features. Paste them in a scrap file and
decorate its cover beautifully.
3. Little Master Chef: - Dear children, Cooking is a perfect occasion to enhance
bond with the family. Follow the preparation recipe & enjoy the hot afternoon.
Ingredients:- 1 big ceramic glass, 2 scoops of ice-creams (flavour- vanilla,
strawberry), 1 cup diced mango, grated dry fruits, grated choco-chips & 1
paper umbrella.

Method:a) Place a ceramic glass on a tray.
b) Put 1 scoop of any flavoured ice-cream.
c) Cover it with a layer of diced mango.
d) Put another scoop of any 1 ice-cream of your choice.
e) Top it up with the layer of dry fruits & choco chips.
f) Now decorate your glass with a small paper umbrella & spoon. Before
enjoying, click the picture & paste it on A-4 size sheet with your family.
COMPUTER
1. Revise all work done in class and Prepare Lesson 1 and 2 for class Test in July.
2. Write five points which human beings can learn from a Computer,
3. List the names of objects which you are not supported to be taken in the
Computer room.
4. Write ten uses of the Computer.
5. Draw / Stick pictures of Hardware and Software
6. Crossword
Complete the crossword based on the clues given.
ACROSS
a. This command is used to reverse the last action performed.
b. This option is clicked to select the whole picture.
DOWN
c. Undo and ……. buttons are available on the Quick Access Toolbar.
d. You can use this option to cut the selected object.
e. You can use this option to see a smaller view of your image.

7. Fill in the blanks with the correct words.
a. Undo and Redo buttons are available on the.......................... Toolbar.
b. The.......................... command twists the drawing in the horizontal or vertical
direction.
c. The.......................... option is used to get a duplicate of the selected part of a
drawing.
d. You can use the.......................... option to increase or decrease the size of a
drawing.
e. You can use the.......................... tool to change the angle of the whole, or
selected part, of the drawing.
8. Project

Make a model using cardboard, colored sheet and other required material according
to your roll numbers
Roll no.1-10
Monitor
Roll no.11-20
Speakers
Roll no. 21-30
Mouse
Roll no. 31-40
Keyboard
Roll No. 41 onwards
CPU
9 a. Draw a greeting card for your Mother (Using Pencil tool, shapes tool, colors tool,
lines brushes tool…etc) and get a colored print out.
b. Make a collage of various input and output devices. You can collect pictures from
newspapers, magazines, and the Internet with the help of an elder. Also make a list
of the input, output, and secondary storage devices that are used in your computer
lab.
c. Make a list of the places where you find touch screens being used and take pictures
if possible with the help of an elder. Then prepare a chart using these pictures and
write short notes on what these touch screens were meant for.
Note – The holiday homework is supposed to be done in one thin notebook covered
with Green paper and beautifully decorated.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

